
As is known to all, GPU (Graphical Processing Unit) has been shown to have processing capabilities 

superior to the CPU in scientific computing .Although modern CPUs may have several cores to allow small scale 

parallelization, GPU has thousands or millions of data parallel threads. In this project we tried to compare video 

processing performance between Intel OpenCV and CUDA, which is a new hardware and software architecture for 

issuing and managing computations on GPU.  

 

User Instructions 
CUDA Motion Bench Tool provides assistance for users with basic knowledge of image processing and 

motional object detection. This software is a beta version. 

The sample application can be downloaded here. Simply unzip the archive into a folder and run 

GPU_CPU_Compare.exe .We run antivirus, so it should be safe. 

CUDA Motion Bench.exe

 

A: Controls for importing video source, pausing, continuing and replaying. 

B: Algorithm parameters, such as threshold、filter radius and processing way, can be set in this region。 

 -Play speed: choose the speed for playing the video, which has four options:1,0.45,0.5 and 0.25. 

 -Threshold: set the threshold of the image segmentation in the rang of [0,255] 

 -Radius: set the radius of blur filter, from 1 to 5. 

 -CPU/CUDA: Choose CPU or CUDA to process the video. 

C: You can tick STEP2 and STEP3 to perform corresponding functions, but STEP1 is selected defaultly. The 

following OpenCV functions are used in this application: 

-cvCvtColor  convert the image from RGB to greyscale. 

-cvAbsDiff   get absolute difference between images 

-cvSmooth   blur filtering with given radius. 

-cvThreshold apply the given threshold to receive B/W image. 

-cvSobel    3*3sobel edge detection 

-cvErode    erode the image with the given element. 



-cvDilate   dilate the image with the given element. 

-cvAnd       calculate logical AND of two images 

Some functions, which are similar to those OpenCV functions above, are implemented on GPU. They are 

named in the style of cuFun(). This demo shows the time for executing each OpenCV and GPU functions in 

milliseconds. Please pay attention to the time cost by STEP3 when you choose CUDA, because it shows the data 

loading and reading times between CPU and GPU.  

 
D: Shows the results of the implementation. The total time cost by all the selected steps was shown in this area. 

And the FPS is calculated by FPS=1/time. Following is the result example of NVIDIA 8600 GT. And the motion 

objects are labeled in blue. 

 

 

Contact us 

We highly appreciate criticism and correction from users. If you have any comments or suggestions regarding this 

software, please feel free to contact us.   

E-mail：whu.icis@gmail.com    

Website: icis.whu.edu.cn 

 

 


